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Steel And Aluminum
Tariffs On Turkey
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Chinese media keep up drumbeat
of criticism of U.S.

SHANGHAI (Reuters) - China’s state media continued a barrage of criticism of
the United States on Saturday as their tit-for-tat trade war escalated, while seeking to reassure readers the Chinese economy remains in strong shape.
Commentaries in the People’s Daily, China’s top newspaper, likened the United
States to a bull in a China shop running roughshod over the rules of global trade
and said that China was “still one of the best-performing, most promising and
most tenacious economies in the world.”
The commentaries come as trade tensions between the two countries intensify.
China said this week it would put an additional 25 percent tariffs on $16 billion
worth of U.S. imports in retaliation against levies on Chinese goods imposed by
the United States.
One commentary accused the United States of “rudely trampling on international
trade rules” and not taking into account China’s lowering of tariffs and continued
opening of its economy, among other things.
“People of insight are soberly aware that so-called ‘America first’ is actually naked self-interest, a bullying that takes advantage of its own strength, challenges
the multilateral unilaterally, and uses might to challenge the rules,” it read.
Another commentary argued that the Chinese economy was stable and was
expected to remain so.
In the second half of this year, “comprehensive deepening of reforms will
continuously produce benefits.” It said China could take steps to boost domestic
demand while continued to cut corporate taxes and fees.
With these and other policies, “the Chinese market will show an all-new charm,”
the commentary said.
A separate piece in the People’s Daily quoted vice agriculture minister Han
Jun saying that if a trade war broke out, many other countries were willing and
“completely able to replace American agricultural products’ share of the Chinese
market.”
It also quoted the vice minister as saying that the impact of American tariffs on
China would be “extremely limited”, but warned that were a trade war to escalate, the U.S. agriculture sector would feel its effects.
Earlier this week, Chinese state media accused the United States of a “mobster
FILE PHOTO: U.S. President Donald Trump delivers his speech next to U.S. and Chinese flags
mentality” as it moved to implement additional tariffs on Chinese goods. Beijing as he and Chinese President Xi Jinping meet business leaders at the Great Hall of the People in
had all the necessary means to fight back, the reports said.
Beijing

U.S. tells China’s HNA to sell stake in NYC
building near Trump Tower: WSJ
(HONG KONG (Reuters) - The U.S. government has ordered Chinese conglomerate HNA
Group Co Ltd [HNAIRC.UL] to sell its
At the behest of CFIUS, HNA set up a blind
trust and transferred its stake in the building
to the trust that has its own board of directors,
which have a fiduciary duty to the trust, not to
HNA, the report said.
HNA is now in talks with potential buyers interested in the building to abide by the CFIUS
order, though it was not given a deadline to
sell, the report added.
CFIUS is an interagency U.S. government
body whose chair is the Secretary of the U.S.
Treasury Department. Asked on Saturday
about the Journal report, a Treasury Department spokesman declined to comment, saying
the department does not comment on specific
CFIUS cases.
An HNA spokesman, asked by Reuters for
comment on Saturday, referred to a statement

it gave on Thursday, which said that “there is no
seizure or forced sale of 850 Third Avenue underway
or pending.”
“There are unique facts and circumstances regarding the location of this particular property that did
not exist at the time of purchase which have raised
certain concerns, and HNA Group is taking measured
steps to address them,” he said.
The group in 2016 acquired a 90 percent stake in
the building, valued at $463 million, months before
Donald Trump was elected U.S. president.
he building, located a few blocks from Trump Tower,
houses the New York Police Department’s 17th
precinct, whose duties include security for Trump
Tower, said the report. It is among a handful of
investments HNA made on a $50 billion acquisition
spree in recent years. Trump maintains a residence in
Trump Tower.
The CFIUS order also comes as the cash-strapped
Chinese group has been shedding non-core assets
such as real estate to slash the massive debt it accumulated from its shopping spree.
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Here’s when Houston-area districts go back to
school and when you can get free things for class
Julian Gill
Area schools are gearing up for the first day of classes with immunization clinics and backpack giveaways for students over the next few weeks.
Many districts in Harris County start on either Aug. 15, Aug. 20 or Aug. 27. Some districts
also have earlier start dates for high school freshmen.
Houston ISD is hosting a “Back to School Extravaganza” on Aug. 17 from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
at Delmar Stadium, 2020 Mangum Road. Free health screenings will be available, as well
as free assistance with Medicaid applications, Children’s Health Insurance Plan (CHIP)
renewals and the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program.
A Houston-area judge has a message for parents that is resonating with people across his
jurisdiction and beyond: Three steps to guarantee your child will go to jail. Montgomery
County Pct. 1 Justice of the Peace Wayne Mack posted the video after several long days of
probable cause hearings during Spring Break, when many young people were arrested in
the county.

Hours after photo
is posted
on social
media,
Baytown
burglary
suspect arrested

A suspected serial car burglar was arrested Tuesday afternoon, just hours
after authorities shared a photo of the man on social media in hopes that
the public would recognize him, the Baytown Police Department announced in a news release Wednesday.
Cade Cates, 20, was taken into custody near the intersection of Interstate
10 and Beltway 8 in east Houston. A Baytown resident, Cates is a suspect
in a string of “at least three” auto burglaries starting Monday night, police
said on Facebook.
In the news release and on Facebook, Baytown police shared a photo of a
pile of backpacks — belongings that Cates is suspected of nabbing from
cars, police said.
The suspect captured in these surveillance videos is wanted in several car
burglaries and an auto theft in Baytown, the police department reported
on June 26, 2018. Other suspects appear to be working with this man,
dropping him off in the tan passenger car shown.
Cate’s burglaries occurred at the Goose Creek Landing, Pinehurst and
Chaparral subdivisions, according to the news release. Cates, along with at
least two other people who have not yet been identified or apprehended,
are also suspected of stealing and damaging a purple Chevy Cobalt.
On Facebook, Baytown police offered a reward of up to $5,000 for anyone
with information on the burglaries. Tips soon flooded in.
“Even on Facebook, people were recognizing him,” said Lieutenant Steve
Dorris, head of the Criminal Investigations Division for the City of Baytown Police Department.
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Attendees and K-pop fans learn dance moves at KCON USA, billed
as the world’s largest Korean culture convention and music festival, in
Los Angeles

Attendees pose for a picture at a booth promoting the new movie “Crazy Rich Asians” as they participate at
KCON USA, billed as the world’s largest Korean culture convention and music festival, in Los Angeles

2018 European Championships - Women’s 4x400 Meters Relay, Final - Olympic Stadium, Berlin, Germany - August 11, 2018 - Team Poland celebrate after winning a gold medal. REUTERS/Kai Pfaffenbach

2018 European Championships - Men’s High Jump Final - Olympic Stadium, Berlin, Germany - August 11, 2018 - Mateusz Przyblyko of Germany celebrates winning gold medal.
REUTERS/Kai Pfaffenbach

The site where Heather Heyer was killed during the 2017 Charlottesville “Unite the Right”
protests sits inside the secure perimeter in Charlottesville

Pope Francis meets Italian youth at Circo Massimo in Rome

Pope Francis meets Italian youth at Circo Massimo in Rome
2018 European Championships - Berlin
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Called New Clark City, The Urban Project
Is Envisioned To Be Smart, Sustainable
And Resilient To Disasters

The Philippines Is Planning To
Build A “City Of The Future”
Compiled And Edited By John T. Robbins, Southern Daily Editor
The Philippines, home to Manila’s standknown for the “city of the future.’
Called New Clark City, the urban project
is planned to be a high-tech green city
ogy, from robots to drones to self-driving
vehicles. It’s located 120 kilometers outside the Philippine capital, and its investhe country: smart, sustainable and resilient to disasters.
Of course, many countries are aiming to
build their own version of the city of the
future, and the Philippines still has a long
way to go in its economic development,
certainty.

A look at the Philippines’ New Clark City broadcast on CNBC, Wed., 4
April 2018.

According to its lead developers, the project is mainly funded through public-private partnerships — a move necessary for
the cash-strapped country.

duced into there, and therefore requirements for car parking will be lessened,”
Surbana Jurong CEO Heang Fine Wong
told CNBC’s “Street Signs.”

Development. The train would reduce the
travel time between the two cities to one
hour from the current two to three hours.

The new urban space would become a
“twin city” to Manila, he said. “You’ll
port the New Clark City, and in New Clark
City you’ll see new technology companies
coming through,” he explained.

A depiction of the plans for New
Clark City in the Philippines.
(Photo/ Surbana Jurong)
The development could one day take
nila, according to Singapore-based urban
partners in the project.
The smart city aims to tap on up-and-coming technologies that would tackle issues
arising from the increasing population
density in the Southeast Asian country.
“Driverless cars probably would be intro-

Attracting customers who would be willing to relocate to New Clark City from the
country’s capital will likely be a challenge.
The Philippine government recently announced it is committed to moving some
goal plan is for foreign investors to set up
operations there, according to Wong.
New infrastructure projects, meanwhile,
could bridge the distance between Manila and New Clark City, Wong said. A
brand new railway line is being built by
the Japan Overseas Infrastructure Investment Corporation for Transport & Urban

Construction in New Clark City in
the Philippines. (Photo/ Surbana
Jurong)

is to keep developing as technologies advance.
But technical hurdles would still need to
be resolved said Wong. “All these things
need to be planned. You need that network
of communication. And also a cyber security network needs to be put in place,” he
said. (https://www.cnbc.com)

Kelsey-Seybold Clinic Wants to be Your Doctors for Life

TM

Alan Chang, M.D.,
F.A.C.O.G.
OB/GYN
Mandarin & Cantonese
The Woodlands OB/GYN
and Women’s Health
Amy En-Hui Chen, M.D.
Family Medicine
Mandarin
Meyerland Plaza Clinic
Yee-Ru (Amy) Chen, D.O.
Family Medicine
Cantonese, Mandarin &
Taiwanese
Downtown at The Shops
at 4 Houston Center
Philip L. Ho, M.D.
Urology
Mandarin
Clear Lake Clinic
Main Campus Clinic
Spring Medical &
Diagnostic Center
Joyce Holz, M.D.
Gynecology
Mandarin
Main Campus Clinic

Kuangzoo Huang, M.D.
Family Medicine
Mandarin
Meyerland Plaza Clinic
Jennifer Lai, M.D.
Pediatrics
Mandarin
Spring Medical &
Diagnostic Center
Li-Min Hwang, M.D., M.P.H.
OB/GYN
Cantonese & Taiwanese
Clear Lake Clinic
Pasadena Clinic
Tri Lee, M.D.
Endocrinology
Cantonese
Main Campus Clinic
Meyerland Plaza Clinic
John Tam, M.D.
Internal Medicine
Cantonese & Mandarin
Fort Bend Medical &
Diagnostic Center

Meet Dr. Beth Yip
Beth Yip, M.D.,
F.A.A.P.
Pediatrics
Cantonese &
Mandarin
Pearland Clinic

“I consider it a privilege to be allowed
to help take care of patients and their
families and make a difference in
the life of a child. I view myself as a
partner with the parents and patient
and derive great satisfaction through
our interactions. I love working with
kids, a simple smile or hug will brighten
my day.”
~Beth Yip, M.D., co-managing
physician, Pearland Clinic

Dr. Yip is a board-certified pediatrician who completed her medical degree,
internship and residency at Baylor College of Medicine. She is a fellow of
the American Academy of Pediatrics and member of the American Medical
Association, Texas Medical Association, Harris County Medical Society and
Texas Pediatric Society.

Appointments: 713-442-5437 (KIDS)
Eileen Wu, M.D.
Orthopedic Surgery
Mandarin
Spring Medical &
Diagnostic Center
The Woodlands Clinic

Huiqing Yang, M.D.
Physical Medicine and
Rehabilitation/Spine
Cantonese
Main Campus Spine Center
Pearland Clinic

Chen Xie, M.D.
Ear, Nose and Throat
Mandarin
Main Campus Clinic

Kelsey-Seybold accepts more than 50 health insurance plans including
Cigna, KelseyCare, UnitedHealthcare, Humana, Community Health Choice CHIP,
most Aetna plans, and Marketplace plans.
24-hour appointment scheduling: 713-442-0000
Learn more at kelsey-seybold.com
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President Trump Authorizes Doubling Of
Steel And Aluminum Tariffs On Turkey
Compiled And Edited By John T. Robbins, Southern Daily Editor
A man checks foreign currency
exchange rates outside a currency exchange shop in an Istanbul’s
market, Friday, Aug. 10, 2018. A financial shockwave ripped through
Turkey on Friday as its currency
nosedived on concerns about its
economic policies and a dispute
with the U.S. (AP Photo/Mucahid
Yapici)
The president announced the move on
Twitter Friday, saying turkey’s currency is
rapidly declining against the U.S. dollar.
He added, America’s current relationship
with Turkey is on a downward spiral.
Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump
I have just authorized
a doubling of Tariffs on
Steel and Aluminum with
respect to Turkey as their currency, the
Turkish Lira, slides rapidly downward
against our very strong Dollar! Aluminum will now be 20% and Steel 50%.
Our relations with Turkey are not good
at this time!
7:47 AM - Aug 10, 2018
• 74.5K
• 60.3K people are talking about this
This comes as the Trump administration
plans to slap a 20-percent tariff on aluminum and a 50-percent tariff on steel.
The increase in tariffs is considered a
blow to the value of Turkey’s lira, which
reportedly fell further after the president’s
announcement.
President Donald Trump said Friday he is
green-lighting a doubling of steel and aluminum tariffs on Turkey and warned that
relations between the US and Turkey “are
not good at this time.”
The moves stem from Trump’s frustration
over a detained American pastor held by
Turkey on what US officials say are bogus
charges, two sources with knowledge of
the President’s mindset tell CNN.

“I have just authorized a doubling of Tariffs on Steel and Aluminum with respect
to Turkey as their currency, the Turkish
Lira, slides rapidly downward against our
very strong Dollar! Aluminum will now
be 20% and Steel 50%. Our relations with
Turkey are not good at this time!,” the
President tweeted.

US President Donald Trump (2ndR)
speaks with Turkey’s President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan (R) during a working
dinner in Brussels, during the North Atlantic Treaty Organization summit, on
July 10, 2018. (AFP photo)
In a statement, deputy White House press
secretary Lindsay Walters said, “Section
232 tariffs are imposed on imports from
particular countries whose exports threaten to impair national security as defined in
Section 232, independent of negotiations
on trade or any other matter.”
Walters did not offer any explanation as to
how US national security is threatened by
steel and aluminum imports from Turkey,
which hosts a major US military base.
he President’s announcement Friday
could further escalate tensions with Turkey, which continues to detain Andrew
Brunson, an American pastor Ankara accuses of helping plot a 2016 coup attempt
against Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan. US officials maintain there is no
credible evidence against Brunson, and
Trump and his administration have negotiated for weeks to secure his release.
Earlier this month, the US slapped sanctions against Turkey’s ministers of justice
and interior in response to Brunson’s de-

tention. Since then, talks over Brunson’s
release have broken down. On Saturday,
Turkey ordered that the assets of the US
“justice and interior” secretaries would be
frozen.
National Security Council and State Department officials continued to go back
and forth with their Turkish counterparts
this week, but nothing has been resolved,
an official tells CNN. Before the President’s trip to Europe last month, officials
believed they were close to securing Brunson’s release.

Andrew Brunson, an American pastor
being detained in Turkey
An Innocent man of faith’
“This innocent man of faith should be
released immediately!” Trump wrote on
Twitter in late July.
That was the same month Brunson was
moved from jail to house arrest after being
held for more than a year and a half.
Trump and Vice President Mike Pence
have had multiple conversations with officials in the Turkish government regarding
Brunson, according to an administration
official, and Trump and Erodgan discussed Brunson specifically during a call
in mid-June. The White House never issued a readout of the call, but confirmed
that it happened after the Turkish government disclosed details. It’s unclear if the
two leaders have spoken since.
On Thursday, State Department spokeswoman Heather Nauert said US officials
had held a “wide-ranging conversation”
with their Turkish counterparts this week.
“We made it clear that Pastor Brunson
needs to be returned home ... The progress

that we want to be made is to have Pastor
Brunson return home. And I’ll leave it at
that,” she said.
Trump’s tariff announcement comes in the
midst of a currency slump in Turkey. The
value of the lira has plummeted against
the dollar, which Trump pointed out in
his tweet on Friday, saying the Turkish
currency is sliding “rapidly downward
against our very strong Dollar!”
Escalating tensions
Tensions in the Turkey-US relationship
have been steadily ratcheting up, with
years of anger and resentment curdling
into the standoff over Brunson, even
as the NATO allies cooperate on other
fronts, perhaps most importantly coordinating over the US air base in Incirlik,
Turkey.
Pentagon spokesman Eric Pahon said
work at the base continues and that the
US-Turkey military relationship remains
intact.

“We continue to carry out our important
mission at Incirlik, and maintain a strong,
mil-to-mil relationship with our Turkish
counterparts,” Pahon told CNN. “We
continue to cooperate on key regional defense issues with our NATO ally.”
But the US military newspaper Stars and
Strips reported Wednesday that pro-government lawyers in Turkey have accused
US officers at the air base of ties to terrorist groups and filed charges against them.
The group of lawyers are calling for all
US flights out of the base to be temporarily suspended and a search warrant be
executed.

Other issues have eroded support for
Turkey in the US. Erdogan’s increasingly authoritarian tendencies and suspected
human rights abuses have alienated lawmakers in Congress.
Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump
Pastor Andrew Brunson, a
fine gentleman and Christian leader in the United
States, is on trial and being persecuted in
Turkey for no reason. They call him a Spy,
but I am more a Spy than he is. Hopefully
he will be allowed to come home to his
beautiful family where he belongs!
9:32 PM - Apr 17, 2018
• 83.2K
• 40.6K people are talking about this
The Turkish leader’s cooperation with
Iran and Russia in Syria has also left US
foreign policy officials uneasy, as has Erdogan’s decision to buy Russia’s surfaceto-air S-400 missiles, which are not compatible with NATO allies’ systems.
On the Turkish side, Erdogan has been
deeply angry about the slow US response
to the coup attempt against him in 2016.
Its alleged leader, Fethullah Gulen, lives
in exile in Pennsylvania and Turkey has
repeatedly tried to get him back to put him
on trial.
US support for Kurds in Syria who are
combating ISIS has also deeply angered
Erdogan. The Syrian Kurdish group the
YPG is a core element of the US-backed
alliance fighting Islamic State militants,
but Erdogan sees them as a security threat.
In 2017, the Turkish leader went so far as
to threaten the US with an “Ottoman slap”
if it tried to block a Turkish military incursion into Syria.
Turkey has also been concerned about the
fallout of Trump’s decision to leave the
Iran nuclear deal and to sanction those
who contnue to do business with Tehran.
A significant portion of Turkey’s oil imports come from Iran. When the US reimposes sanctions on Iranian energy exports
in November, Turkey’s already suffering
economy could take another blow. (Courtesy http://www.oann.com and CNN.com)
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